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The Penguin Book of Ghost Stories Gildan Media LLC aka G&D Media
Haunting accounts of real-life exorcisms through the centuries and around the world, from ancient
Egypt and the biblical Middle East to colonial America and twentieth-century South Africa A
Penguin Classic Levitation. Feats of superhuman strength. Speaking in tongues. A hateful, glowing
stare. The signs of spirit possession have been documented for thousands of years and across religions
and cultures, even into our time: In 2019 the Vatican convened 250 priests from 50 countries for a
weeklong seminar on exorcism. The Penguin Book of Exorcisms brings together the most
astonishing accounts: Saint Anthony set upon by demons in the form of a lion, a bull, and a panther,
who are no match for his devotion and prayer; the Prophet Muhammad casting an enemy of God
out of a young boy; fox spirits in medieval China and Japan; a headless bear assaulting a woman in
sixteenth-century England; the possession in the French town of Loudun of an entire convent of
Ursuline nuns; a Zulu woman who floated to a height of five feet almost daily; a previously
unpublished account of an exorcism in Earling, Iowa, in 1928--an important inspiration for the
movie The Exorcist; poltergeist activity at a home in Maryland in 1949--the basis for William Peter
Blatty's novel The Exorcist; a Filipina girl "bitten by devils"; and a rare example of a priest's letter
requesting permission of a bishop to perform an exorcism--after witnessing a boy walk backward up
a wall. Fifty-seven percent of Americans profess to believe in demonic possession; after reading this
book, you may too.
The Penguin Book of Women's New Travel Writing Penguin
The dead wreak revenge on the living, paintings come alive, spectral brides possess
mortal men and a priest devours human flesh in these chilling Japanese ghost stories
retold by a master of the supernatural. Lafcadio Hearn drew on the phantoms and
ghouls of traditional Japanese folklore - including the headless 'rokuro-kubi', the
monstrous goblins 'jikininki' or the faceless 'mujina' who stalk lonely neighbourhoods
- and infused them with his own memories of his haunted childhood in nineteenth-
century Ireland to create these terrifying tales of striking and eerie power. Today
they are regarded in Japan as classics in their own right. Edited with an introduction
by Paul Murray
The Penguin Book of Ghost Stories Penguin
'Rich. . . eclectic. . . a feast' Telegraph This landmark collection brings together forty writers that reflect over a
hundred years of Italy's vibrant and diverse short story tradition, from the birth of the modern nation to the end of
the twentieth century. Poets, journalists, visual artists, musicians, editors, critics, teachers, scientists, politicians,
translators: the writers that inhabit these pages represent a dynamic cross section of Italian society, their powerful
voices resonating through regional landscapes, private passions and dramatic political events. This wide-ranging
selection curated by Jhumpa Lahiri includes well known authors such as Italo Calvino, Elsa Morante and Luigi
Pirandello alongside many captivating new discoveries. More than a third of the stories featured in this volume
have been translated into English for the first time, several of them by Lahiri herself.
The Ghost Garden Vintage Canada
With carefully adapted text, new illustrations, language practise activities and additional online resources, the
Penguin Readers series introduces language learners to bestselling authors and compelling content. Titles include
popular classics, exciting contemporary fiction, and thought-provoking non-fiction. Ghost Stories, a Level 3
Reader, is A2 in the CEFR framework. The text is made up of sentences with up to three clauses, introducing
first conditional, past continuous and present perfect simple for general experience. It is well supported by
illustrations, which appear on most pages. A strange whistle, a dangerous curse, a buried crown and a hotel
without a room 13. Don't read these four frightening ghost stories by M.R. James late at night!
Ghost Stories Penguin UK
Henry James’s ‘masterpiece of the supernational,’ in this beautifully designed classic edition
Widely recognized as one of literature’s most gripping horror stories, The Turn of the Screw is
a classic tale of moral degradation. It’s been described by critics as the most sophisticated
and terrifying ghost story in the English language. Written by Henry James in 1898, the novella
tells the tale of a naive young governess who is hired to take care of two children in a large
mansion in the English countryside. Everything is fine, until she discovers that the children are
not as innocent as they seem and she becomes convinced that the grounds are haunted.
Without resorting to the usual clattering chains, demonic noises, and melodramatic techniques,
this elegantly told tale creates an atmosphere of chilling suspense and unspoken horror
unmatched by other books in the genre. It’s considered one of the great intellectual “spook
tales” of all time. Known for his probing psychological novels, James’s masterpiece of the
supernatural has frightened and delighted readers for nearly a century. HENRY JAMES
(1843-1916) was an American-English author, considered by many to be among the greatest
novelists in the English language. His other novels include The Portrait of a Lady, The
Ambassadors and The Wings of the Dove. James’s experimental style explores his
characters’ psyches in unique ways. Born in the United States, James relocated to Europe
Ghosts Penguin Group USA
One of NPR’s Great Reads of 2016 “A lively assemblage and smart analysis of dozens
of haunting stories…absorbing…[and] intellectually intriguing.” —The New York Times
Book Review From the author of The Unidentified, an intellectual feast for fans of offbeat
history that takes readers on a road trip through some of the country’s most infamously
haunted places—and deep into the dark side of our history. Colin Dickey is on the trail of
America’s ghosts. Crammed into old houses and hotels, abandoned prisons and empty
hospitals, the spirits that linger continue to capture our collective imagination, but why?
His own fascination piqued by a house hunt in Los Angeles that revealed derelict
foreclosures and “zombie homes,” Dickey embarks on a journey across the continental
United States to decode and unpack the American history repressed in our most famous
haunted places. Some have established reputations as “the most haunted mansion in
America,” or “the most haunted prison”; others, like the haunted Indian burial grounds

in West Virginia, evoke memories from the past our collective nation tries to forget. With
boundless curiosity, Dickey conjures the dead by focusing on questions of the living—how
do we, the living, deal with stories about ghosts, and how do we inhabit and move
through spaces that have been deemed, for whatever reason, haunted? Paying attention
not only to the true facts behind a ghost story, but also to the ways in which changes to
those facts are made—and why those changes are made—Dickey paints a version of
American history left out of the textbooks, one of things left undone, crimes left unsolved.
Spellbinding, scary, and wickedly insightful, Ghostland discovers the past we’re most
afraid to speak of aloud in the bright light of day is the same past that tends to linger in
the ghost stories we whisper in the dark.
Ghosts Penguin
From Conan Doyle and Rudyard Kipling to Satyajit Ray and R. K. Narayan, this text is a
collection of spine-chilling tales of the supernatural from India.
The Penguin Book of Mermaids St. Martin's Press
The perfect gift this Christmas season: a generous selection of some of the greatest
festive stories of all time This is a collection of the most magical, moving, chilling and
surprising Christmas stories from around the world, taking us from frozen Nordic woods
to glittering Paris, a New York speakeasy to an English country house, bustling Lagos to
midnight mass in Rio, and even outer space. Here are classic tales from writers
including Truman Capote, Shirley Jackson, Dylan Thomas, Saki and Chekhov, as well
as little-known treasures such as Italo Calvino's wry sideways look at Christmas
consumerism, Wolfdietrich Schnurre's story of festive ingenuity in Berlin, Selma
Lagerlof's enchanted forest in Sweden, and Irène Nemerovsky's dark family portrait.
Featuring santas, ghosts, trolls, unexpected guests, curmudgeons and miracles, here is
Christmas as imagined by some of the greatest short story writers of all time.
The Oxford Book of English Ghost Stories Penguin
'"The curse—the curse!" I looked up in terror. In the great mirror opposite I saw myself,
and right behind, another wicked, fearful self' An encounter with the supernatural in an
everyday setting accentuates its strangeness; a truth used to eerie effect in Gaskell's
Gothic tales. A portrait turned to the wall, a hidden manuscript, a mysterious child that
lives on the freezing moors, a doppelganger formed by a woman's bitter curse: all of
these things hint at male tyranny and woman as avenging angel—or devil. Gaskell was
fascinated by the dualities in women's lives and the way in which fact and fiction merge.
'Disappearances', a mix of gossip, legend and fact, relates stories of mysterious
vanishings, 'Lois the Witch', based on an account of the Salem witch hunts, shows how
sexual desire and jealousy lead to communal hysteria and persecution, while 'The Grey
Woman' explores a common Gothic theme, the way in which the ghosts of the past
always return to haunt us. This edition includes an introduction, chronology, explanatory
notes and an appendix giving a reader's response to 'Disappearances'.
The Complete Gothic Stories Penguin Group USA
This wide-ranging collection of twenty-four spine-tingling stories draws on the best
traditions of classic horror, from powerful myths and folktales to contemporary stories of
man-made terrors. With contributions by writers of the caliber of Philip K. Dick, Stephen
King, and Edgar Allan Poe, this is a truly chilling anthology.
Chasing Ghosts Penguin UK
A collection of previously unpublished women's travel writing, including contributions from the
editors and Kate Pullinger, Suzanne Moore, Mary Russell, Lucretia Stewart, Imogen Stubbs,
Shena MacKay, Kathleen Jamie, Urvashi Butalia, Lesley Downer.
A Tour of Our Fascination with Spirits and the Supernatural Kingfisher
Stories by authors including Edgar Allan Poe, Guy de Maupassant, and Ray Bradbury depict terrifying
events and encounters with the supernatural
The Penguin Book of Australian Women Poets Penguin UK
The walking dead from 15 centuries haunt this compendium of ghostly visitations
through the ages, exploring the history of our fascination with zombies and other
restless souls. Since ancient times, accounts of supernatural activity have mystified us.
Ghost stories as we know them did not develop until the late nineteenth century, but the
restless dead haunted the premodern imagination in many forms, as recorded in
historical narratives, theological texts, and personal letters. The Penguin Book of the
Undead teems with roving hordes of dead warriors, corpses trailed by packs of barking
dogs, moaning phantoms haunting deserted ruins, evil spirits emerging from burning
carcasses in the form of crows, and zombies with pestilential breath. Spanning from the
Hebrew scriptures to the Roman Empire, the Scandinavian sagas to medieval Europe,
the Protestant Reformation to the Renaissance, this beguiling array of accounts charts
our relationship with spirits and apparitions, wraiths and demons over fifteen hundred
years, showing the evolution in our thinking about the ability of dead souls to return to
the realm of the living—and to warn us about what awaits us in the afterlife. For more
than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the
English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a
global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines.
Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and
notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
A novel Viking Press
The Penguin Book of Ghost StoriesFrom Elizabeth Gaskell to Ambrose BiercePenguin UK
Gothic Tales Penguin UK
Dive into centuries of mermaid lore with these captivating tales from around the world. A Penguin
Classic Among the oldest and most popular mythical beings, mermaids and other merfolk have
captured the imagination since long before Ariel sold her voice to a sea witch in the beloved Disney
film adaptation of Hans Christian Andersen's "The Little Mermaid." As far back as the eighth century
B.C., sailors in Homer's Odyssey stuffed wax in their ears to resist the Sirens, who lured men to their
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watery deaths with song. More than two thousand years later, the gullible New York public lined up to
witness a mummified "mermaid" specimen that the enterprising showman P. T. Barnum swore was
real. The Penguin Book of Mermaids is a treasury of such tales about merfolk and water spirits from
different cultures, ranging from Scottish selkies to Hindu water-serpents to Chilean sea fairies. A third of
the selections are published here in English for the first time, and all are accompanied by commentary
that explores their undercurrents, showing us how public perceptions of this popular mythical hybrid--at
once a human and a fish--illuminate issues of gender, spirituality, ecology, and sexuality.
The Dark Side Penguin
'The ghost is the most enduring figure in supernatural fiction. He is absolutely indestructible... He
changes with the styles in fiction but he never goes out of fashion. He is the really permanent citizen of
the earth, for mortals, at best, are but transients' - Dorothy Scarborough This new selection of ghost
stories, by Michael Newton, brings together the best of the genre. From Elizabeth Gaskell's 'The Old
Nurse's Story' through to Edith Wharton's 'Afterword', this collection covers all of the most terrifying
tales of the genre. With a thoughtful introduction, and helpful notes, Newton places the stories
contextually within the genre and elucidates the changing nature of the ghost story and how we
interpret it.
From Hans Christian Andersen to Angela Carter Penguin UK
Where is the boundary between the living and the dead, the natural and the
supernatural, the normal and the paranormal? These 33 stories by such master authors
as Wells, Zola, Kipling, and Spark, to name a few, will make your spine tingle!
Penguin Readers Level 3: Ghost Stories (ELT Graded Reader) Penguin UK
A New York Times Book Review Editor's Choice "Roger Clarke tells this [the story that inspired
Henry James' The Turn of the Screw] and many other gloriously weird stories with real verve,
and also a kind of narrative authority that tends to constrain the skeptical voice within... [an]
erudite and richly entertaining book." —New York Times Book Review "Is there anybody out
there?" No matter how rationally we order our lives, few of us are completely immune to the
suggestion of the uncanny and the fear of the dark. What explains sightings of ghosts? Why do
they fascinate us? What exactly do those who have been haunted see? What did they believe?
And what proof is there? Taking us through the key hauntings that have obsessed the world,
from the true events that inspired Henry James's classic The Turn of the Screw right up to the
present day, Roger Clarke unfolds a story of class conflict, charlatans, and true believers. The
cast list includes royalty and prime ministers, Samuel Johnson, John Wesley, Harry Houdini,
and Adolf Hitler. The chapters cover everything from religious beliefs to modern developments
in neuroscience, the medicine of ghosts, and the technology of ghosthunting. There are
haunted WWI submarines, houses so blighted by phantoms they are demolished, a
seventeenth-century Ghost Hunter General, and the emergence of the Victorian flash mob,
where hundreds would stand outside rumored sites all night waiting to catch sight of a dead
face at a window. Written as grippingly as the best ghost fiction, A Natural History of Ghosts
takes us on an unforgettable hunt through the most haunted places of the last five hundred
years and our longing to believe.
Japanese Ghost Stories Penguin UK
Have a haunted Halloween! Guaranteed to chill and thrill, this spine-tingling collection of twenty-
two spooky stories includes contributions from Franz Kafka, Charles Dickens, and Guy de
Maupassant.
Ghost Stories New York Review of Books
"From the Bible through Dante and up to Treblinka and Guantánamo Bay, here is a rich source for
nightmares." --The New York Times Book Review Three thousand years of visions of Hell, from the
ancient Near East to modern America From the Hebrew Bible's shadowy realm of Sheol to twenty-first-
century visions of Hell on earth, The Penguin Book of Hell takes us through three thousand years of
eternal damnation. Along the way, you'll take a ferry ride with Aeneas to Hades, across the river
Acheron; meet the Devil as imagined by a twelfth-century Irish monk--a monster with a thousand giant
hands; wander the nine circles of Hell in Dante's Inferno, in which gluttons, liars, heretics, murderers,
and hypocrites are made to endure crime-appropriate torture; and witness the debates that raged in
Victorian England when new scientific advances cast doubt on the idea of an eternal hereafter.
Drawing upon religious poetry, epics, theological treatises, stories of miracles, and accounts of saints'
lives, this fascinating volume of hellscapes illuminates how Hell has long haunted us, in both life and
death.
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